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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

· The Car Body Shop industry in Canada is reliant on high levels of movement and spending, as more movement
leads to more accidents, while Canadians are more likely to spend money upgrading cars if they have disposable
income. As both are forecast to fall amid the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, demand is expected to decrease as
well. For more detail, please see the Demand Determinants chapter.

· The industry's level of concentration is expected to climb slightly as larger operators have more name recognition,
giving them an advantage in a shrinking market. For more detail, please see the Market Share Concentration
chapter.

· Industry profit is expected to fall sharply in 2020 due to falling revenue and the average industry operator is
expected to operate at a loss that same year. For more detail, please see the Cost Structure Benchmarks chapter.

Note: The content in this report is currently being updated to reflect the trends outlined above.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition The Car Body Shops industry in Canada includes operators that are primarily engaged in providing repair, paint and

customization work to the interior and body of passenger cars, trucks, vans and trailers. Some industry operators
specialize in certain auto repairs. For example, paint shops specialize in post-collision paint jobs, while automotive
glass shops replace, repair and tint windows. Restoration shops, which typically represent a niche market, restore
classic and antique cars.

Major Players There are no major players in this industry

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Automotive bodywork

Automotive painting

Automotive interior repair

Automotive glass tinting, installation and repair

Truck trailer body and paint repair

Van conversion

Antique and classic automotive restoration

The major products and services in this industry are:

Body repair services

Painting services

Glass replacement and repair

Upholstery and interior repair

Merchandise sales

Detailing services and body conversions

Other services
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

SUV & Light Truck Manufacturing
in Canada

New Car Dealers in Canada Used Car Dealers in Canada Gas Stations with Convenience
Stores in Canada

Auto Mechanics in Canada Car Wash & Auto Detailing in
Canada

Oil Change Services in Canada  

 

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Car Body Shops in the US Auto Glass Repair &
Replacement Franchises

Auto Windshield Repair Services Motor Vehicle Body, Paint and
Interior Repair in Australia

Car Repair Services in China Motor Vehicle Body, Paint and
Interior Repair in New Zealand

Auto Paint Customization Shops  
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$6.8bn
Revenue

Annual Growth

2016–2021

2.7%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.9%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$416.6m
Profit

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-4.5%

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

6.1%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2016–2021

-2.7pp

  Annual Growth

2016–2021

 

11,092
Businesses

Annual Growth

2016–2021

1.2%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

1.3%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

39,779
Employment

Annual Growth

2016–2021

3.3%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

2.0%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

 

$1.9bn
Wages

Annual Growth

2016–2021

3.8%

Annual Growth

2021–2026

2.0%

Annual Growth

2016–2026

Key External Drivers % = 2016–21 Annual Growth

1.3%
Consumer spending

0.7%
Number of businesses

-1.9%
New vehicle sales

0.3%
Total vehicle-kilometres

2.0%
Number of motor vehicle
registrations

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Revenue Volatility
Low   Capital Intensity

Low

  Concentration
Low   Technology Change

Low

  Industry Globalization
Low / Steady

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Barriers to Entry

Medium / Increasing

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Industry Assistance
Low / Increasing   Regulation & Policy

Heavy / Increasing

  Competition
High / Steady

 

Key Trends

 The volatile price of steel has contributed to volatile costs for
auto parts

 New developments have challenged and pressured many
industry operators

 Innovative safety features are increasingly becoming
standard for new vehicles

 Automobile manufacturers will likely continue to focus on
improving the safety features

 Industry operators that cannot meet new technical
requirements will likely exit the industry

 IBISWorld expects industry profit to remain steady

 Existing vehicles are increasingly being fixed and upgraded,
bolstering industry revenue
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players

There are no major players in this industry
SWOT

STRENGTHS

  Low & Increasing Level of Assistance

  Low Volatility

  Low Imports

  High Revenue per Employee

  Low Capital Requirements

   

WEAKNESSES

  High Competition

  Low Profit vs. Sector Average

  High Customer Class Concentration

  High Product/Service Concentration

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2016-2021)

  High Revenue Growth (2021-2026)

  High Performance Drivers

  New vehicle sales

   

THREATS

  Low Revenue Growth (2005-2021)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Number of motor vehicle registrations
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Executive Summary Fresh coat: The increasing complexity of safety systems will likely
translate into higher prices for industry services

Most operators in the Canadian Car Body Shops industry have experienced low revenue volatility over the five years
to 2021. Increasing demand for repairs and discretionary services has boosted demand for industry services.
Existing vehicles are increasingly being fixed and upgraded, bolstering industry revenue over the past five years. As
a result, IBISWorld projects industry revenue to increase an annualized 2.7% to $6.8 billion over the five years to
2021, including an increase of 10.7% in 2021 alone as the economy begins to recover from the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic, which severely reduced both revenue and profit in 2020 as the industry operated at a loss
due to the pandemic.

As the total number of vehicles on the road increases, the likelihood of accidents and collisions rises, which drives
industry demand. However, newer cars are safer, more powerful and often help drivers avoid collisions through
semiautonomous driver assistance programs. Stricter regulations in the upstream Car and Automobile
Manufacturing industry in Canada (IBISWorld report 33611aCA) have pushed car manufacturers to include
extensive safety provisions for drivers. Consequently, fewer collisions have occurred over the past five years
compared with historical trends. Furthermore, with nonemployers and franchises dominating the industry landscape,
industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to account for 6.1% of industry revenue
in 2021, down from 8.8% in 2016. This is due to more strategic acquisitions and costs incurred for franchise owners
to remain competitive in a saturated market.

Industry operators are anticipated to continue contending with the increasing safety of newer vehicles over the five
years to 2026. As the economy continues to strengthen, growing levels of disposable income are expected to
support the purchase of new cars. These new cars will likely come equipped with more technologies that enhance
safety and help drivers avoid accidents. Consequently, fewer collisions will likely translate into weaker downstream
demand for repair services. However, the increasing complexity of safety systems should also translate into higher
prices for industry services, resulting in strong expansionary trends. Consequently, IBISWorld projects industry
revenue to increase an annualized 1.9% to $7.5 billion over the five years to 2026.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Consumer spending

Not all damaged vehicles are repaired, and when income growth is low, consumers may choose to postpone
nonessential repairs or services. Higher consumer spending suggests that Canadians may be in a position to spend
more on discretionary services, such as minor bodywork and paintwork. Consumer spending is expected to increase
in 2021, representing a potential opportunity for the industry.

 

Number of businesses

The number of businesses represents the number of private-employer business establishments. Many businesses
regularly modify, repair and paint vehicles used for deliveries. As the number of businesses grows, downstream
demand for car body shop services also increases. The number of businesses is expected to increase in 2021.

 

Number of motor vehicle registrations

A rise in the total number of vehicles on the road increases the likelihood of accidents. A greater number of
accidents boosts demand for repair services, such as body repair work or painting services. The number of motor
vehicle registrations is expected to increase in 2021.

 

Total vehicle-kilometres

A rise in the number of total vehicle-kilometres indicates an increased likelihood of automotive accidents, which
bolsters demand for industry services. Concerns over the environment and increasing fuel prices have caused a
reduction in the average number of kilometres cars are driven. Nonetheless, an increase in the number of vehicles
on the road has offset this trend, and thus, total vehicle-kilometres is expected to increase in 2021.

 

New vehicle sales

New vehicle sales typically move in line with the overall economy. As the number of new vehicle sales grows,
demand for car body shop services grows, as it widens the pool of vehicles to service. However, an increase in the
rate of new car purchases often shrinks demand for services performed on existing vehicles. The number of new
vehicle sales is expected to grow in 2021, posing a potential threat to the industry.
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Current
Performance

The Car Body Shops industry in Canada provides repair and
customization work for various vehicles, including trucks, vans, trailers
and passenger cars.

Industry operators offer services such as automotive painting, interior repair, bodywork, glass tinting and
restorations, among others. Some of the repair services provided by industry operators include severe vehicle body
damage and broken glass, which primarily result from collisions. Therefore, downstream demand is relatively
inelastic and is tethered to trends in auto insurance claims. Other services, such as customized paintwork and
window tinting, are discretionary. As a result, demand for these services fluctuates in line with overall economic
health and consumer spending. Economic health has been strong over the five years to 2021, save for the
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which resulted in a sharp decline in revenue in 2020 due to travel restrictions
and falling consumer spending. However, industry revenue is expected to grow 10.7% in 2021 alone as the
economy recovers from the pandemic and these trends reverse. IBISWorld projects industry revenue to increase an
annualized 2.7% to $6.8 billion over the five years to 2021.

INSURING DEMAND

Direct repair programs (DRPs) are agreements between insurance
companies and car body shops, whereby an insurance company refers a
policyholder to a network of shops for repair services following a claim.

A significant share of industry operators are committed to DRP agreements, which can offer both benefits and
disadvantages. For example, these agreements can result in higher sales and lower marketing costs, benefiting
industry operators. However, DRPs significantly rely on insurers; therefore, if the agreement expires and is not
renewed, the car body shop could go bankrupt very quickly without an alternative generator of demand.
Furthermore, although DRP shop owners might have a higher sales volume than non-DRP shops, this arrangement
does not necessarily result in higher profit. Typically, insurance companies have leverage in dictating repair service
prices. As a result, industry operators are forced to reduce their ticket price or risk losing work to a competitor.
Consequently, industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to account for 6.1% of
industry revenue in 2021, down from 8.8% in 2016. This trend has been exacerbated by the coronavirus pandemic,
as the economy is still recovering.

INDUSTRY PROFIT

To bolster profit, industry operators have focused on lowering prices to
sustain demand during periods of weak consumer spending, thereby
increasing sales.
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Furthermore, raw material costs have added to the burden of keeping profit declines manageable. Volatility in the
prices of iron and steel can severely affect demand for bodywork services and the price of aftermarket auto parts.
For example, the costs of replacement panels can increase significantly when metal prices rise, which increases the
cost of major repairs and places pressure on the industry, contributing to wavering profitability over the five years to
2021. Conversely, the volatile price of steel over the past five years has contributed to volatile costs for auto parts,
but most of these costs are passed on to consumers in the form of price adjustments for these aftermarket products.
As a result, alongside DRP agreements that encourage price slashing, industry operators have struggled to boost
profit.

DOWNSTREAM DEMAND

Although the Consumer Confidence Index has increased over the past
five years, the coronavirus pandemic hindered industry demand in 2020.

The Consumer Confidence Index measures the level of consumer optimism toward the economy. Along with
disposable income, consumer confidence is a key determinant of consumer spending; when consumer confidence
rises, spending at industry establishments tends to increase because travelling for work and leisure increases.
Typically, industry operators that rely heavily on paintwork and other value-added services have benefited from
more Canadians opting to spend on customized body shop work and repairs that are considered nonessential such
as fixing scratches.

However, although industry operators are classified as an essential business, remaining open and operative during
periods of uncertainty, self-quarantine and social distancing efforts pose a threat to industry demand. Furthermore,
despite the Department of Finance Canada announcing a new set of economic measures to help stabilize the
economy through Canada's COVID-19 Economic Response Plan in March 2020, consumers are expected to limit
spending on nonessential goods and services, restraining industry growth.

INDUSTRY LANDSCAPE

New developments have challenged and pressured many industry
operators to improve their efficiencies through economies of scale and
scope.

For example, larger operators have invested heavily in automating certain industry services that do not require
manual labour to keep operating costs low. Some companies also have consolidated to achieve the same result.
Accordingly, the number of industry enterprises and their workforces are expected to grow. IBISWorld expects the
number of industry enterprises to rise an annualized 1.2% to 11,092 companies over the five years to 2021.
Alongside low revenue volatility, industry employment is anticipated to increase an annualized 3.3% to 39,779
workers during the same period.

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCEMENTS

Automobile manufacturers worldwide are increasingly working to
incorporate and perfect vehicles' safety features.

The growing weight of a vehicle's safety rating in the purchasing process has prompted manufacturers to accelerate
their investment in safety technologies and systems; for more information, refer to IBISWorld report C2531-GL.
Meanwhile, the 1993 Motor Vehicle Safety Act regulates and promotes the manufacture and importation of vehicles
with enhanced safety features, manipulating upstream manufacturing trends, shaping downstream demand for
industry operators.

Many high-tech features, including electronic stability control and back-up warning systems, have aided drivers in
avoiding collisions and have also reduced the severity of accidents that occur. Although numerous safety-enhancing
automotive technologies are only available in the mid- and high-end car trim packages, these innovative safety
features are increasingly becoming standard for new vehicles.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Total vehicle-
kilometres

(Billion)
2012 5,193 1,930 10,709 10,107 32,276 N/A N/A 1,453 N/A 340
2013 5,303 2,007 10,898 10,171 32,504 N/A N/A 1,478 N/A 344
2014 5,499 2,104 11,072 10,254 32,803 N/A N/A 1,509 N/A 346
2015 5,737 2,175 11,167 10,323 33,717 N/A N/A 1,553 N/A 354
2016 5,965 2,250 11,185 10,436 33,753 N/A N/A 1,604 N/A 358
2017 6,178 2,331 11,270 10,524 35,403 N/A N/A 1,672 N/A 361
2018 6,550 2,487 11,517 10,629 37,689 N/A N/A 1,796 N/A 361
2019 6,859 2,184 11,334 10,669 39,226 N/A N/A 1,913 N/A 360
2020 6,167 1,876 11,121 10,655 36,926 N/A N/A 1,785 N/A 351
2021 6,829 2,483 11,619 11,092 39,779 N/A N/A 1,933 N/A 364
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Industry Outlook
Outlook Revenue for the Car Body Shops industry in Canada is forecast to grow at

a slower rate over the five years to 2026 than over the five years to 2021.

Ultimately, direct repair programs (DRPs) will likely continue to shape industry performance over the coming years.
Many industry operators depend on DRP agreements for revenue because insurance companies typically direct
many customers to car body shops. However, as large insurance companies, benefiting from economies of scale,
demand lower prices for auto collision repair services, many independent industry operators might suffer from drops
in revenue, restricting growth prospects. Nonetheless, several positive factors are expected to support industry
expansion over the next five years. Consequently, IBISWorld projects industry revenue to increase an annualized
1.9% to $7.5 billion over the five years to 2026.

INNOVATIVE CHALLENGES

Over the coming years, automobile manufacturers will likely continue to
focus on improving the safety features of their vehicles.

Many of the newer car models incorporate crash-avoidance technologies, such as lane departure warning and
pedestrian detection. In turn, the total number of vehicle collisions is anticipated to drop as these fatigue- and
distraction-induced accidents become less common, weakening demand for industry repair services.

Meanwhile, the regulations concerning vehicle safety standards are expected to remain stringent, shaping the
industry's performance as a result and harming demand to an extent. As consumers purchase new vehicles that
incorporate various crash-avoidance technologies, Canadian drivers are expected to increasingly avoid collisions
and accidents, hindering industry revenue growth. New crash avoidance technologies, such as adaptive cruise
control, backing aids, active steering, speed alerts and blind spot detection, are expected to become standard
features among most car models. These trends will likely continue to hinder demand for industry services in the long
term through a reduced number of collisions. Conversely, increased governmental scrutiny may result in increased
demand for retrofitting older vehicles with new safety features. Plus, if these safety features are based on advanced
computer systems, the technical skill required to replace and repair these networks should garner higher price
points, thus aiding industry expansion.

INDUSTRY CHALLENGES

Still, this incorporation of new technologies will likely necessitate
diagnostic systems upgrades, which many smaller players cannot afford.

Industry operators that cannot meet these technical requirements are forecast to continue exiting the industry or get
absorbed by larger companies, continuing the trend of consolidation that has characterized the current period.
IBISWorld expects the number of industry enterprises to rise, increasing an annualized 1.3% to 11,843 companies
over the five years to 2026. Moreover, due to this expansion in industry enterprises and demand, employment is
expected to rise an annualized 2.0% to 43,857 workers during the same period.

Furthermore, downstream demand for car body shop services, such as paintwork and interior repair, is expected to
be threatened by ongoing trends, such as the growing availability of crash avoidance technology in motor vehicles.
In addition, as consumer spending in Canada is expected to grow over the next five years, disposable income is
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expected to increasingly be allocated toward purchases of new vehicles rather than vehicle repair, which can further
dampen industry growth prospects. Typically, the older the vehicle, the more likely it is that it will need to undergo
repairs.

PROFITABILITY

The saturated marketplace will likely continue to challenge operators in
the industry over the five years to 2026.

For instance, upstream manufacturers are anticipated to continue to innovate and offer new safety-oriented
products, thereby increasing the complexity of repair jobs. These technological advancements will likely undermine
industry performance to an extent, as value-added features, such as rear parking sensors and rear- and side-view
cameras, reduce the likelihood of collisions. Nonetheless, an increasingly complex repair service should translate
into price hikes that aid industry expansion. Through these measures, remaining car body shop operators are
expected to mitigate any severe losses and relatively maintain current levels of profit. Overall, IBISWorld expects
industry profit to remain steady over the five years to 2026, since operators are heavily reliant on skilled labour to
perform services, which will likely offset any high-margin services.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Total vehicle-
kilometres

 (Billion)
2021 6,829 2,483 11,619 11,092 39,779 N/A N/A 1,933 N/A 364
2022 7,054 2,560 11,821 11,278 40,931 N/A N/A 1,991 N/A 369
2023 7,213 2,618 11,987 11,435 41,836 N/A N/A 2,035 N/A 373
2024 7,330 2,664 12,138 11,580 42,618 N/A N/A 2,072 N/A 377
2025 7,427 2,703 12,282 11,719 43,292 N/A N/A 2,104 N/A 381
2026 7,512 2,737 12,407 11,843 43,857 N/A N/A 2,131 N/A 385
2027 7,591 2,768 12,558 11,991 44,389 N/A N/A 2,156 N/A 389
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Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

The marketplace is saturated, with limited opportunities for growth

The industry's services are well-established and accepted

The industry is consolidating

The Car Body Shops industry in Canada is in the mature stage of its life cycle, characterized by static service
offerings, slowing enterprise formation and industry consolidation. Industry value added (IVA), which measures an
industry's contribution to the overall economy, is expected to grow an annualized 2.0% over the 10 years to 2026.
Canadian GDP is forecast to grow an annualized 1.9% during the same period. Typically, IVA growth that outpaces
broader economic growth, as evidenced by GDP growth projections, signifies a growing industry. However, many of
the services provided by this industry, such as window tinting, are available at almost every establishment.
Therefore, the well-established nature of the services provided by this industry is further evidence of the industry's
maturity.

Although there has been an increase in the number of cars on the road, newer motor vehicles often have new crash
control technologies that either help control damage during a collision or help prevent the collision. Furthermore,
older cars are often written off as total losses after accidents. Consequently, the marketplace for automotive
bodywork, paintwork and glass repair is saturated, with hundreds of industry establishments in every province, even
thousands in more populated provinces such as Alberta, British Columbia, Quebec and Ontario.

The number of industry operators is expected to increase an annualized 1.3% over the 10 years to 2026. This trend
is mainly due to the significant presence of small operators. Lower sales volumes have caused fewer operators to
enter the industry, while constraining profit growth among larger players. At the same time, the specialized nature of
industry services has prevented large-scale consolidation to a degree.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Couriers & Local Delivery Services in Canada

Long-Distance Freight Trucking in Canada

Automobile Wholesaling in Canada

Consumers in Canada

2nd Tier

Property, Casualty and Direct Insurance in Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Auto Parts Stores in Canada

Auto Parts Wholesaling in Canada

Tire Wholesaling in Canada

Metal Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Plastic & Resin Manufacturing in Canada

Structural Metal Product Manufacturing in Canada

Petrochemical Manufacturing in Canada

Glass Product Manufacturing in Canada

Products & Services

  The Car Body Shops industry in Canada generates revenue from several
auto repair services.

Although some operators may specialize in one area, such as collision repair, others may undertake a range of
services including antique and classic car restoration and upholstery repair, among others.

BODY REPAIR SERVICES

Body repair services account for an estimated 67.4% of industry revenue
in 2021.

This segment includes repairing bent vehicle bodies, removing dents and replacing damaged metal and plastic parts
that cannot be repaired. These types of repairs are generally performed after a vehicle collision. This segment also
includes purchasing prefabricated metal parts, welding equipment and labour. The cost to fix auto body damage is
high, as operators in this industry typically receive a premium for this type of work. Accordingly, the bulk of revenue
for this segment is derived from insurance claims, so demand is tethered to broader auto claim patterns. IBISWorld
expects this segment's share of revenue to expand over the five years to 2021, due to this being the industry's core
service. In addition, according to the 2020 Facts of the Property and Casualty Insurance Industry in Canada
published by the Insurance Bureau of Canada (IBC's Facts 2020), collision coverage is expected to increase over
the five years to 2021, supporting the growth in body repairs.

PAINTING SERVICES

Painting services account for an estimated 17.5% of industry revenue in
2021.
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Painting includes full-body paintwork or partial repainting such as touch-ups. Paintwork also consists of sanding and
cleaning the vehicle before acrylic paint is used. While larger operators have production-style automobile painting,
smaller operators generally employ technicians to spray paint manually. Custom paint jobs are the most profitable
service in this segment. Therefore, demand for these services is highly affected by changes in the amount of
discretionary income consumers have on hand. According to IBC's Facts 2020, although comprehensive coverage,
paying for repairs or replacement of a vehicle for damage caused by something other than a collision, is expected to
increase over the past five years, this segment's share of revenue has declined due to body repair services
outpacing this segment's growth.

GLASS REPLACEMENT AND REPAIR

The glass replacement and repair segment is expected to account for
9.9% of industry revenue in 2021.

This segment provides the repair, replacement or tinting of windshields and other automotive glass services, such
as door and rear window glass. Glass repair also includes fixing rock chips by filling the damaged area with a clear
resin, which generally restores the windshield to its original strength. Since damaged windshields can be a safety
hazard, repairs cannot be delayed even during periods of low-income growth. Moreover, windshield repair can be a
legal requirement. In many cases, insurance companies fully cover repairing a damaged windshield. However, with
body repair services growing at a faster rate over the past five years, IBISWorld expects this segment's share of
revenue to decline.

OTHER SERVICES

Other services are estimated to account for the remaining 5.2% of
industry revenue in 2021.

Furthermore, other services offered by operators are mostly cosmetic and will not likely affect the safety of operating
a vehicle or passing a state inspection. Merchandise sales (2.1%), upholstery and interior repair (1.0%), detailing
services and body conversions (0.9%) and other services (1.2%) have accounted for a steady share of industry
revenue over the five years to 2021. However, IBISWorld expects merchandise sales to decline as a share of
revenue over the past five years as a result of other retailers and body repair services' share of revenue expanding
at a faster rate during the same period.

Demand
Determinants

Services in the Canadian Car Body Shops industry are determined by
several factors, including the number of motor vehicle registrations and
total vehicle kilometres.

Other factors driving demand include consumer spending and the number of businesses operating in the Canadian
economy.

Demand for car body services is influenced by the total number of kilometres driven. This is especially true during
periods of high oil prices and other economic factors that negatively affect consumer spending, which prompts
consumers to drive less when possible. As consumers increasingly hit the road, demand for car body shop services
generally rises due to the likelihood of an accident, in addition to normal wear and tear.

A declining number of automobile accidents will likely reduce demand for the collision services segment while an
increase generally represents a boost in demand for industry services. Plus, with the number of vehicle registrations
on the rise, demand for other services provided by industry operators will likely support industry revenue despite
lower collision rates.

A broader economic factor supporting the number of vehicle registrations and total kilometres driven, however, is
consumer spending. This is because consumer spending dictates the ability and willingness of consumers to repair
vehicles. As consumer spending rises, consumers will likely be more willing to spend on car body repair and other
related services. While consumers represent the bulk of the industry's market, businesses are also crucial clients.
Accordingly, corporate profit and the number of businesses in Canada are directly and positively correlated with
industry demand.

However, due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, consumer confidence is expected to be affected by the
subsequent economic slowdown, hindering demand for industry services. Although industry operators are classified
as an essential business, remaining open and operative during times of uncertainty, self-quarantine and social
distancing efforts pose a threat to industry demand. Although the Department of Finance Canada announced a new
set of economic measures to help stabilize the economy through Canada's COVID-19 Economic Response Plan in
March 2020, consumers are expected to limit spending on nonessential goods and services, limiting industry growth
and reducing demand in 2020.
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Major Markets

  INDIVIDUALS AND HOUSEHOLDS

The Car Body Shops industry in Canada provides most of its services to
individual consumers, which account for an estimated 61.8% of revenue in
2021.

The consumer market's share of industry revenue has risen over the five years to 2021 due to an expanding
population and an increase in insurance claims. In addition, according to the 2020 Facts of the Property and
Casualty Insurance Industry in Canada published by the Insurance Bureau of Canada, collision, comprehensive and
other auto claims are expected to increase between 2010 and 2018, supporting the market growth over the five
years to 2021 (latest data available). However, the recent COVID-19 (coronavirus) outbreak is expected to hinder
demand from consumers as travel restrictions and social distancing efforts pose a threat to operators.

BUSINESSES

Businesses are estimated to compose the second-largest market segment
for industry operators, accounting for 35.3% of industry revenue in 2021.

Business customers often require repair and personalization services, such as business logos, advertising or other
messages painted onto cars or fleets. This is especially true for companies that employ representatives that travel
extensively for work, such as sales reps. IBISWorld expects this market to decline as a share of revenue over the
past five years due to external competition and volatile commodity prices and operating conditions.

PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS AND NONPROFITS

Public organizations and nonprofits are estimated to account for 2.9% of
industry revenue in 2021.

This market's share of revenue has grown over the past five years. Police departments, other emergency vehicles
and other government vehicle fleets require regular maintenance and repair services. As a result, government
departments often have agreements in place with local body shops for speedier and less expensive repair services,
limiting the growth potential of this market in the long run.

Exports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Imports in this industry are    Low and Steady

The service-based nature of the Canadian Car Body Shops industry limits the opportunity for international trade.
While operators often purchase auto parts and machinery from foreign manufacturers, international trade for these
products is recorded at the upstream manufacturing level. Therefore, trade does not apply to the industry.
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Business
Locations

  The concentration of establishments in the Canadian Car Body Shops industry is largely influenced by their proximity to
downstream markets and upstream suppliers of key inputs. Car body shop locations also tend to be highly correlated with
population density. Provinces with larger populations tend to have a greater concentration of car body shops due to the correlation
between population and the number of vehicles that are on the road. Hence, most operators are located in Ontario, Quebec,
British Columbia and Alberta.

Ontario, which holds the highest share of establishments, is expected to account for 35.0% of business locations in 2021. Due to
its significant share of the population, accounting for 38.8% of the population in 2021, Ontario is an attractive region for car body
shop businesses. Quebec also holds a large share of industry establishments, accounting for 24.4% in 2021. The province also
accounts for 22.5% of the nation's population in 2021, which makes it another attractive location for industry operators. British
Columbia and Alberta hold the third- and fourth-largest concentration of industry establishments, at 14.0% and 12.3% in 2021,
respectively, which loosely mirrors their shares of the population.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

The Car Body Shops industry in Canada is characterized by a low level of market share concentration, with the four
largest operators representing less than 15.0% of industry revenue in 2021. The industry is characterized by
nonemployers, which are sole proprietorships and small family businesses. According to Statistics Canada and
IBISWorld estimates, nonemployers are expected to account for just under 45.0% of industry establishments in
2021. In addition, 53.2% of establishments with employees have fewer than five workers, while an additional 26.6%
employ between five and nine people in 2021. Consequently, most operators in the industry are small. Despite this,
concentration is expected to increase slightly amid the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Larger operators and
their name recognition are expected to be able to better attract customers amid the tough operating conditions,
protecting revenue. However, market share concentration is expected to increase due to rising levels of
consolidation, primarily in the form of franchise opportunities. While some operators are exiting the industry due to
an inability to remain competitive and viable, others are joining the ranks of Canada's larger franchise networks,
capitalizing on name-brand recognition and economies of scale. As a result, IBISWorld expects market share
concentration to continue rising over the five years to 2026.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Provision of superior after sales service:
In this saturated market, competition is fierce. After-sales service can determine the level of ongoing patronage.

Maintenance of excellent customer relations:
Maintaining excellent customer relations can lead to repeat demand for services and referrals from loyal customers.
In a competitive market, this feature is crucial to sustain.

Effective cost controls:
Managing costs is important, particularly in the painting segment. Many painters stock up to 20 brands at a time and
enable technicians to do orders. More successful businesses have centralized purchasing in the office, thereby
reducing duplication.

Membership of an industry organization:
Given the high capital value of their vehicles, customers generally prefer endorsed service providers. Being affiliated
with an association or organization brings recognition to operators within this industry.

Cost Structure
Benchmarks
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  Profit

Industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is
expected to account for 6.1% of industry revenue in 2021, down from
8.8% in 2016. Typically, car body shop owners experience mounting
expenses and a declining market for repair work from a positive
economic environment, as this is an indicator for consumers to
purchase new vehicles instead of fixing old ones. However, due to
recent economic uncertainty resulting from volatile commodity prices
and high consumer debt, this has supported consumers to demand for
industry services, as many began to hold off purchases of newer
vehicles. However, earnings have still been constrained as many
consumers have also chosen to hold off unnecessary repairs entirely to
save. Additionally, despite industry operators being classified as an
essential business, meaning it will likely remain operative during period
of uncertainty to support consumers, social distancing and self-
quarantine efforts stemming from the COVID-19 (coronavirus)
pandemic have hindered demand and financial performance in 2020.

Meanwhile, direct repair program (DRP) and non-DRP shops claim that
generating profit is one of their key challenges. Insurance companies
have increasingly required DRP shops to reduce their average ticket
price, which has pressured profit growth prospects over the five years
to 2021. Other smaller shops have also reduced their prices and carried
out jobs at a net loss to maintain demand, particularly in saturated
markets. Furthermore, operators are heavily reliant on skilled labour to
perform services. Industry profit has also been hindered by the increase
in wages. Moreover, IBISWorld expects industry profit to remain stable
over the five years to 2026.

 

  Wages

Industry wages are estimated to account for 28.3% of revenue in 2021,
up from 26.9% in 2016. The industry is highly labour intensive, as
wages constitute operators' second-largest expense category. Wages
have remained relatively steady as a share of revenue over the five
years to 2021 as a result of increasing consolidation among industry
operators. Nevertheless, most services are performed manually,
making it difficult to automate. At the same time, the proportion of
wages to revenue can vary significantly among industry operators.
Typically, larger operators have the capacity to invest in machinery that
will automate tasks and reduce the need for labour, such as production-
style automobile painting. Moreover, for larger operators, there are
proportionately fewer employees in administration given the economies
of scale achieved. IBISWorld expects wages' share of revenue to
increase over the five years to 2026 as industry operators continue to
be heavily reliant on skilled labour.
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  Purchases

Industry operators are consistently challenged by volatile expenses,
with purchase costs accounting for 44.2% of revenue in 2021,
expanding slightly over the past five years. Purchases include a range
of items, such as parts; paint; grease; soaps; abrasives; metal panels;
glass panes; upholstery materials, such as leather and fabric;
detergents; rinsing aids; and waxing agents. In an effort to control and
reduce mounting costs, there has been a rising trend in purchasing
aftermarket parts because they are generally less expensive than
original equipment manufacturer parts.

In contrast, franchisees often incur lower purchase expenses because
the franchisor has strong purchasing power and can buy large orders of
parts for their franchisees at lower costs. Still, some franchises also
restrict where these parts can be purchased. Therefore, while
franchisees by and large benefit from lower purchase expenditures,
some establishments that are located further away from a franchise's
distribution centres may not experience similar benefits in purchasing
costs.

 

  Marketing

Local operators compete on reputation and word-of-mouth referrals,
while larger auto chains benefit from radio and TV spots. Thus,
IBISWorld expects marketing costs to account for 1.3% of industry
revenue in 2021.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation as a share of revenue also varies according to the size
and scope of an operator. Depreciation costs are expected to account
for 2.0% of industry revenue in 2021. Depreciation as a share of
revenue has remained fairly stable over the past five years. However,
operators are heavily reliant on skilled labour to perform services as
small operators have limited access to the financial resources
necessary to invest in large-scale machinery and equipment upgrades.
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  Rent

Rent and lease costs are expected to account for 4.6% of industry
revenue in 2021. Cost varies by size and location, and most enterprises
opt to operate in a high-traffic area.

 

  Utilities

Utility costs are expected to be fixed, and therefore, IBISWorld
anticipates this expense to represent 1.9% of industry revenue in 2021.

 

  Other Costs

Other costs include office expenses, such as communications
equipment, administrative expenses and insurance premiums.
IBISWorld expects these other costs to account for 11.7% of industry
revenue in 2021.
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Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  INTERNAL COMPETITION

As a result of the severe fragmentation of the Canadian Car Body Shops
industry, operators are highly competitive.

In addition to the national and regional-based franchise networks, the industry is primarily characterized by small car
body shops. Therefore, the industry competes internally based on price, quality of repair and services offered.

In addition, low market share concentration makes the industry's primary competitive factor focused on price. To
effectively compete with larger companies and franchise networks, smaller businesses often undercut their
competitors or offer price matching in an attempt to mitigate this factor of competition as a whole. While this
generates business, it is often to the detriment of the company's bottom line. As a result, companies have
increasingly sought to merge forces to create economies of scale or exit the industry as a result of the competitive
pressures some smaller companies experience. Exacerbating the price competition among industry players are
demands by insurance companies to lower price estimates for repairs.

Aside from price, the industry also competes based on the overall quality of repair and services offered. The cost to
purchase a new vehicle usually exceeds the cost of repair. As a result, customers expect quality work that will last
and suit their needs.

Another aspect of competition concerns the services offered. Many operators have diversified their operations to
encompass a range of other repair and maintenance services, such as wheel alignment, oil changes and tire
installation. While these services generate additional revenue streams, it also provides companies with a larger
customer base. For example, customers that received collision and glass repair services may return for preventative
maintenance services in the future. Industry operators are also offering valet services to differentiate themselves
from their competitors. These are typically courtesy services offered to customers with collision and glass service
claims, during which companies will pick up the car needing repair and drop it back off free of charge.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

External competition arises from new and used car dealerships, which
often offer repair and maintenance services alongside car sales.

Competition from new and used car dealers can pose a threat to the industry, as these companies increasingly
diversify their operations and offer value-added services to generate more revenue.

The industry's level of competition is expected to rise amid the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. As Canadians
drive less and require less maintenance on their cars because fewer miles results in fewer accidents and less wear
and tear, industry operators will likely have to compete more fiercely for the remaining market for industry services.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Medium and the trend is Increasing
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  Although the Canadian Car Body Shops industry has a
low market share concentration and a high degree of
competition, the costs associated with entering the
industry are considerable, which is the primary obstacle
for industry participation. Barriers to entry include
substantial start-up costs, established relationships and
regulatory requirements. Consequently, the industry is
characterized by moderate barriers to entry.

Initial start-up costs

Initial start-up costs can be a deterrent for some
prospective entrants. The capital investment required,
especially for larger enterprises, includes warehousing,
welding equipment, conveyor belts, vehicle lifts and highly
skilled technicians. Smaller operators would still require
significant investment in warehousing and tools, as well
as centrally located real estate to drive traffic. However, a
greater number of vehicles are equipped with
computerized technology and components. Therefore,
successful car body shops must stay up to date with
technological changes as well. As a result, industry
incumbents are increasingly investing in computerized
measuring and diagnostic systems. Larger players with
the resources to consistently update their diagnostic
systems are better positioned to maintain and grow their
market share while discouraging new entrance.

Established relationships

Successful industry operators often have established
relationships with insurance companies. Although each
insurance company has a different name for the program,
these direct repair programs (DRPs) are prevalent across
the industry, in which particular business operators are
placed on the preferred repair company list for a particular
insurance company. Operators must meet rigorous
criteria to be included on the list. Therefore, new entrants
may have a difficult time securing such a relationship to
attract a major source of business. Moreover, insurance
companies may refrain from establishing a DRP with new
entrants due to their lack of reputation and potentially
uncompetitive pricing during the nascent stages of their
operations.

Regulatory requirements

The industry has consistently endured rising regulatory
scrutiny, heightening barriers to entry for new participants.
Car body shops are increasingly being held to more
stringent regulatory requirements at the federal and
provincial levels. For example, car body shops across
Canada must with regulations under the Occupational
Health and Safety Act, which prioritized the
standardization of hazardous chemicals handling
procedures and storage. Moreover, environmental
regulations governing the use and disposal of chemicals,
such as paints and solvents, further impede the entrance
of new operators. Plus, to form a business in this industry,
the federal government requires an application to be
submitted for a certificate of qualification, which may deter
some new entrants.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Low  

Regulation & Policy Heavy  

Industry Assistance Low  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    Low and the trend is Steady

  Operators in the Canadian Car Body Shops industry serve their local market due to the preponderance of industry
establishments, particularly in densely populated areas. Essentially, since this is a service-based industry,
employees need to be present to service a vehicle on demand, which leaves little room for outsourcing services,
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particularly on a global scale. Plus, most industry operators are located domestically, although some major
operators' headquarters are located abroad, primarily in the United States. Still, these major players mainly gain
market share through franchise business models, which thereby gives domestic entrepreneurs the tools to build their
own local businesses, keeping globalization low. Finally, since most industry services are partially or fully funded by
insurance companies, insurance laws and premiums are not always translatable across borders, limiting the extent
of globalization in the future, although the aggressive expansion strategies of major players such as Fix Auto World
Inc. may disrupt this historical norm.
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Major Companies
There are no major players in this industry

Other Companies The Car Body Shops industry in Canada is characterized by small operators that primarily satisfy local demand. As a
result, most companies operate on a small scale and typically locate near densely populated cities and towns, which
usually garner more business based on the number of vehicles on the road. Nonetheless, the largest operators in
the industry have expanded their presence through franchise business models and acquisitions of other specialized
service providers to diversify a company's service offerings.

Boyd Group Services Inc.

  Market Share: 3.5%
  Boyd Group Services Inc. (Boyd Group), based in Winnipeg, MB, was founded in 2002 as the primary operating

entity of the Boyd Group Income Fund. The company is one of the largest operators of nonfranchise collision repair
centres in North America, with a dominant position in the United States compared with its relatively smaller domestic
footprint. The company generated $2.1 billion in global revenue in 2020 (latest data available).

Currently, the company operates industry-relevant establishments in Canada under the Boyd Autobody and Glass
and Assured Automotive banners. The company acquired Assured Automotive in 2017, which nearly doubled its
estimated domestic market share by the end of the year. However, domestic sales are expected to account for less
than 20.0% of the company's total revenue in 2021. IBISWorld projects the company's industry-relevant revenue to
reach $237.9 million in 2021, with a market share of 3.5%.

Fix Auto World Inc.

  Market Share: 3.4%
  Fix Auto World Inc. (Fix Auto) is one of the world's largest collision repair franchise networks. Founded in 1992, the

company has consistently expanded its centre counts through strategic acquisitions. With franchises in the United
States, Canada, France, the United Kingdom and Turkey, the company's total global footprint spans more than
2,100 locations that include franchise, retail, repair, affiliate, distribution and manufacturing locations across 40
countries. The company acquired 11 glass and automotive aftermarket brands from Skidmore Group in April 2017,
resulting in revenue growing strongly in 2017 and 2018. The company's industry-relevant revenue is expected to
reach $232.8 million in 2021, with a market share of 3.4%. While the company is private and does not disclose its
financial information, IBISWorld expects ongoing verticalization efforts will further bolster the company's market
share over the coming years as Fix Auto continues to expand into manufacturing and distribution operations.

Driven Brands Inc.

  Market Share: 2.9%
  Driven Brands Inc. (Driven Brands) is a leader in the North American automotive aftermarket service sector,

boasting an estimated 2,500 service centres across the continent. The company is fully diversified, offering collision
repair, maintenance, painting and lube services, in addition to distribution operations through several brands, such
as Maaco Franchising Inc., Meineke Car Care Centers LLC and CARSTAR Franchise Systems Inc., managing
nearly 300 domestic locations in 2021. Driven Brands underwent an initial public offering in January 2021 and is now
traded on the NASDAQ exchange. IBISWorld estimates that Driven Brands' will generate $196.2 million in industry-
relevant revenue in 2021, with a market share of 2.9%.

Craftsman Collision Ltd.

  Market Share: 0.9%
  Craftsman Collision Ltd. (Craftsman) was founded in 1977 and is recognized as one of the largest family owned

body shop chains in Canada, with more than 40 locations in both Canada and the United States, though the
company operates mostly in Canada. One of Craftman's more notable establishments is its 2,694 square metre
Calgary store, being the largest Craftsman shop. This location is also the head office of the company's Alberta
operations. Although the company does not disclose its financial performance, IBISWorld expects the company to
generate $63.0 million in industry-relevant revenue in 2021, with a market share of 0.9%.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Low

  The Car Body Shops industry in Canada is characterized
by a low level of capital intensity. Industry operators are
expected to spend $0.07 on capital investments for every
$1.00 spent on labour in 2021. Moreover, operators are
heavily reliant on skilled labour to perform services. In
addition, due to the dominance of small operators, industry
operators typically have limited access to the financial
resources necessary to invest in large-scale machinery and
equipment upgrades.

Generally, this machinery is purchased as an initial
investment with little upgrades made along the way for
repairs and to retrofit older systems for new vehicle
specifications. Examples of equipment used in this industry
include pick hammers, which are used to fix small dents;
metal-cutting guns; and hot-air welding guns. As the
industry increasingly requires more technologically
advanced and high-end equipment and tools, an equally
high-skilled labour force will likely be necessary to operate
those tools, thus stabilizing capital intensity in the long run.
Additionally, the industry is labour intensive due to the fact
that many functions performed by industry operators still
need to be performed manually. Consequently, the industry
is employing more highly skilled staff with formal
qualifications, although training also occurs on the job.
Furthermore, IBISWorld expects capital intensity to remain
low over the five years to 2026.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Low Rate of
Innovation

Unlikely A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Very Low Innovation
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

Medium Ease of Entry Potential A qualitative measure of barriers to entry.
Fewer barriers to entry increases the
likelihood that new entrants can disrupt
incumbents by putting new technologies to
use.

Very Low Rate of Entry Very
Unlikely

Annualized growth in the number of
enterprises in the industry, ranked against all
other industries. A greater intensity of
companies entering an industry increases the
pool of potential disruptors.

Very Low Market
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure of the largest core market
for the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The industry is experiencing a low level of both the rate of new patents and the concentration of patents in the industry.
This creates an environment where the threat of new technologies driving disruption is low.

Industry operators are exposed to a low rate of new entrants and a moderate level of entry barriers. This combination of
factors creates an environment where entry trends are not a key threat of disruption.

Major market segments for industry operators are relatively diversified. The spread of market segments suggests that there
are limited entry points other than those already served my incumbent operators.

The most relevant disruptive force in the Canadian Car Body Shops industry
has been advancements made in 3D printing.

Further development in material sciences and processing manufacturing is expected to reduce costs of purchasing and
make operations more efficient. However, with the increase of ride-share services, such as Lyft Inc., growing in usage and
popularity, along with the emergence of driverless cars, demand for new vehicles is expected to weaken. With fewer
vehicles, demand may be hindered for the quantity of drivers in Canada. Furthermore, with the emergence of the fourth
industrial revolution, also known as Industry 4.0, manufacturers are expected to benefit from big data and the Internet of
Things to manage more efficient facilities and remain flexible to consumer demand. With heavier consolidation and
horizontal integration for these segments increasing, operational efficiency is projected to support the industry.

The level of technology change is    Low

  Most of the technological change that affects the Canadian Car Body Shops
industry is external to industry operations since body shops are primarily
service facilities.

For example, motor vehicle manufacturers are increasingly implementing computerized systems and components to
develop lighter, faster, safer and more fuel-efficient vehicles. As a result, body shops must purchase and update diagnostic
systems to match upstream manufacturing patterns. However, since these systems are not produced by industry operators,
the rate of technological change in the industry is relatively low. Moreover, the high prevalence of small enterprises
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operating in the industry has inhibited the rate of technological change. These operators have limited capital to invest in
research and development, sophisticated equipment and training. To this end, these operators simply undertake new repair
techniques and incorporate new materials and tools in their repair services. Nonetheless, the development of
semiautonomous and fully autonomous vehicle over the coming years may disrupt this low level of technological
advancement.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Low

  The Car Body Shops industry in Canada is characterized by a low level of
revenue volatility historically, since demand is relatively inelastic.

Industry performance typically moves in line with general trends in the economy and income levels, which are not
traditionally volatile. Demand also depends on car usage trends and the price of new cars relative to vehicle repair.
Furthermore, when considering the high dependency on cars in a modern economy, demand for automotive repairs
classified under this industry is typically steady, thereby reducing revenue volatility. A large proportion of revenue is derived
from collision repair work and the number of accidents occurring annually is fairly stable. However, industry revenue fell
sharply in 2020 due to social distancing policies and travel restrictions amid the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, which
are expected to hinder business operations. Conversely, revenue is expected to rebound strongly in 2021 as these policies
are rescinded, temporarily increasing volatility. This trend is temporary and is not indicative of long-term industry trends.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Heavy and the trend is Increasing

Regulatory requirements have been on the rise for the Car Body Shops
industry in Canada.

Industry operators are increasingly being held to higher compliance standards, especially with regard to the industry's
environmental footprint. Moreover, car body shops are mired by a long-standing stigma, an image which many industry
associations are tirelessly trying to rehabilitate. Therefore, there is a rising level of awareness among consumers
concerning their rights regarding car body shop services. To this end, the industry is both highly and increasingly regulated,
although regulatory requirements can vary across provinces.

The most prevalent regulatory requirements are focused on the industry's environmental footprint. For example, in 2012,
the Ontario Ministry of Environment, Conservation and Parks announced that body shops in the province would be liable for
a fee-based environmental compliance permit. Prior to the announcement, body shops were required to obtain a certificate
of approval, which was free. The permit is especially important for body shops that provide spray painting services. Other
environmental regulations pertain to emissions and the handling, storing and disposal of hazardous chemicals. Other
provinces have enacted similar policies, although they have been less stringent in their enforcement compared with
Ontario, which simultaneously leads the nation in environmental legislation and is home to the largest share of industry
establishments.
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Car body shops are also burdened with meeting the criteria and requirements under their respective Direct Repair
Programs, if applicable. Insurance companies are increasingly trying to regulate costs for repair services. Although
insurance companies are not enabled to cap costs, they do enact price thresholds. Under this system, operators are
required to submit documentation and evidence on pricing should the cost exceed the threshold.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Low and the trend is Increasing

Operators in the Car Body Shops industry in Canada do not receive any direct
government assistance.

However, over the past decade, numerous industry associations have been developed to help the industry overcome
stigma and to standardize a range of procedures. For example, industry associations include the Collision Industry
Information Assistance (CIIA) association. The CIIA provides its members with compliance assistance and training
programs, in addition to advocacy initiatives that promote better business practices to ensure its members are conducting
their operations in a professional manner. To this end, the association works closely with the government to provide these
services and programs to its member network, although no direct assistance comes from the government. The industry also
receives a considerable amount of assistance from Auto Body Help, an online association that helps industry operators
meet environmental regulations.

Industry operators also benefit from network relationships, such as direct repair programs and sponsorships from paint
manufacturers, vehicle makers and other independent organizations. These networks are particularly beneficial for smaller
operators since it enables these companies to obtain economies of scale. Moreover, these smaller industry operators are
able to tap into existing networks for access to online management tools and vendor discounts. Similarly, operators with
ties to major insurance companies can benefit from relatively stable demand for collision repair services in the event of a
car accident since insurance companies typically dictate where a consumer can get their vehicle repaired.

Furthermore, with the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, the Department of Finance Canada announced a new set of
economic measures to help stabilize the economy through Canada's COVID-19 Economic Response Plan in March 2020.
Such economic measures include emergency care benefits, tax filing extensions, 10.0% wage subsidy for small businesses
and up to a six-month payment deferral for mortgages. These are expected to support consumers during periods of
uncertainty and support operators to remain in business.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Total vehicle-
kilometres

(Billion)
2012 5,193 1,930 10,709 10,107 32,276 N/A N/A 1,453 N/A 340
2013 5,303 2,007 10,898 10,171 32,504 N/A N/A 1,478 N/A 344
2014 5,499 2,104 11,072 10,254 32,803 N/A N/A 1,509 N/A 346
2015 5,737 2,175 11,167 10,323 33,717 N/A N/A 1,553 N/A 354
2016 5,965 2,250 11,185 10,436 33,753 N/A N/A 1,604 N/A 358
2017 6,178 2,331 11,270 10,524 35,403 N/A N/A 1,672 N/A 361
2018 6,550 2,487 11,517 10,629 37,689 N/A N/A 1,796 N/A 361
2019 6,859 2,184 11,334 10,669 39,226 N/A N/A 1,913 N/A 360
2020 6,167 1,876 11,121 10,655 36,926 N/A N/A 1,785 N/A 351
2021 6,829 2,483 11,619 11,092 39,779 N/A N/A 1,933 N/A 364
2022 7,054 2,560 11,821 11,278 40,931 N/A N/A 1,991 N/A 369
2023 7,213 2,618 11,987 11,435 41,836 N/A N/A 2,035 N/A 373
2024 7,330 2,664 12,138 11,580 42,618 N/A N/A 2,072 N/A 377
2025 7,427 2,703 12,282 11,719 43,292 N/A N/A 2,104 N/A 381
2026 7,512 2,737 12,407 11,843 43,857 N/A N/A 2,131 N/A 385

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)
Total vehicle-

kilometres (%)
2012 1.80 1.09 -1.52 -1.02 0.89 N/A N/A 1.05 N/A 0.93
2013 2.10 4.02 1.76 0.63 0.70 N/A N/A 1.67 N/A 1.25
2014 3.71 4.80 1.59 0.81 0.91 N/A N/A 2.15 N/A 0.55
2015 4.32 3.40 0.85 0.67 2.78 N/A N/A 2.88 N/A 2.29
2016 3.96 3.42 0.16 1.09 0.10 N/A N/A 3.31 N/A 1.13
2017 3.57 3.60 0.75 0.84 4.88 N/A N/A 4.23 N/A 0.86
2018 6.01 6.67 2.19 0.99 6.45 N/A N/A 7.37 N/A -0.24
2019 4.71 -12.2 -1.59 0.37 4.07 N/A N/A 6.53 N/A -0.26
2020 -10.1 -14.1 -1.88 -0.14 -5.87 N/A N/A -6.72 N/A -2.38
2021 10.7 32.4 4.47 4.10 7.72 N/A N/A 8.33 N/A 3.66
2022 3.28 3.10 1.73 1.67 2.89 N/A N/A 2.97 N/A 1.45
2023 2.24 2.26 1.40 1.39 2.21 N/A N/A 2.21 N/A 1.10
2024 1.62 1.74 1.25 1.26 1.86 N/A N/A 1.82 N/A 1.03
2025 1.31 1.46 1.18 1.20 1.58 N/A N/A 1.52 N/A 1.00
2026 1.14 1.26 1.01 1.05 1.30 N/A N/A 1.27 N/A 0.97

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2012 37.2 N/A N/A 161 28.0 3.01 45,021
2013 37.9 N/A N/A 163 27.9 2.98 45,456
2014 38.3 N/A N/A 168 27.4 2.96 46,011
2015 37.9 N/A N/A 170 27.1 3.02 46,054
2016 37.7 N/A N/A 177 26.9 3.02 47,531
2017 37.7 N/A N/A 175 27.1 3.14 47,233
2018 38.0 N/A N/A 174 27.4 3.27 47,643
2019 31.8 N/A N/A 175 27.9 3.46 48,769
2020 30.4 N/A N/A 167 28.9 3.32 48,329
2021 36.4 N/A N/A 172 28.3 3.42 48,601
2022 36.3 N/A N/A 172 28.2 3.46 48,638
2023 36.3 N/A N/A 172 28.2 3.49 48,640
2024 36.3 N/A N/A 172 28.3 3.51 48,618
2025 36.4 N/A N/A 172 28.3 3.52 48,593
2026 36.4 N/A N/A 171 28.4 3.53 48,578

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2021
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Automotive Industries Association of Canada
http://www.aiacanada.com

Transport Canada
http://www.tc.gc.ca

Canadian Association of Road Safety Professionals
http://www.carsp.ca

Canadian Collision Industry Accreditation Program
http://www.cciap.ca

Industry Jargon DIRECT REPAIR PROGRAM (DRP)
An agreement between insurance companies and car body shops, in which insurance companies refer claimants to
a particular shop to get their car repaired.

ELECTRONIC STABILITY CONTROL (ESC)
These systems selectively apply the vehicle's brakes or reduce the engine power to keep the vehicle moving in the
intended direction, thus preventing loss of control.

TRIM
Items that can be added to the exterior and interior of a car, for either aesthetic or functional purposes. Examples
include leather seat upholstery and bumpers.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
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Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.



IBISWorld helps you find the industry
information you need – fast.

With our trusted research covering thousands of global industries, you’ll get a quick and intelligent
overview of any industry so you can get up to speed in minutes. In every report, you’ll find
actionable insights, comprehensive data and in-depth analysis to help you make smarter, faster
business decisions. If you’re not yet a member of IBISWorld, contact us at 1-800-330-3772 or
info@ibisworld.com to learn more.

DISCLAIMER
This product has been supplied by IBISWorld Inc. (‘IBISWorld’) solely for use by its authorized licenses strictly in
accordance with their license agreements with IBISWorld. IBISWorld makes no representation to any other person
with regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data or information contained herein, and it accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability (save for liability which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage
whatsoever suffered or incurred by any other person resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or
information contained herein. Copyright in this publication is owned by IBISWorld Inc. The publication is sold on
the basis that the purchaser agrees not to copy the material contained within it for other than the purchasers own
purposes. In the event that the purchaser uses or quotes from the material in this publication – in papers, reports,
or opinions prepared for any other person – it is agreed that it will be sourced to: IBISWorld Inc.

Copyright 2021 IBISWorld Inc.
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